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ABSTRACT 
Conveyors have been studied very extensively from the hardware 
or mechanical point of view. Only until very recently has there 
D ' been much attention devoted to the operational aspects of conveyor 
systems. Consequently, most of the work in conveyor theory .has been 
··<\, 
theoretical in the form of model development, and no practical appli• 
cations of these theoretical models have been found. An evaluation 
0f them loading - n unloading station model and the individual station 
model~for closed loop power conveyors is made to determine the appli-
cabili ty of these two models to the real world through the use of 
computer simulation. Based upon comparisons between calculated 
station performance and simulation, it is found that the models repre-
sent the real world very well when no station waiting is allowed to 
take place. When waiting is allowed at the individual stations, it 
is shown that the second model is in error due to dependence between 
carrier states. The first model was developed for the case where 
banking only takes place. 
An effective transport rate model is developed from which the 
optimum conveyor speed can be determined so as to maximize the rate 
at which material passes through the conveyor system when only 
banking or waiting is permitted. For the case ·where a combination 
of banking and waiting is allowed (i.e., when the loading range is 
greater than one carrier but less than infinity) a dynamic program-
f\ 
ming solution to minimize total costs is presented. 
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CHAPTER I-
'I 
•;;,•, 
··:, . : INTRODUCTION 
Based upon this writer's engineering experience and conversation 
\ 
(3) and (4) with both conveyor manufacturers and users, there has not 
been much work done to study or formalize the relationships between 
station performance and conveyor parameters. The work that has been 
done has been primarily theoretical and no practical applications 9f 
these th~oreti~al models have been found. There are basically two 
models that have been developed to study station performance for a 
closed loop power conveyor. The first model is for the· case where 
• ·~ I• • ' ' 
' 
no waiting is- allowed at any of the stations and the other model is 
for t~e case where some prespecified amount of waiting is -permitted; 
these are referred to as model I and model,11 respectively. 
Thus, it is the intent of this thesis to evaluate the appli-
cability of these two models to the real world through the use of 
..... 
simulation, and also to further extend these models to arrive at optimum 
conveyor~ operat-ing condi t.ions. 
Today, there are many kinds of conveyors in operation, such as 
I 
belt conveyors, trolly conveyors, power and free conveyors, plus many 
more. Al thou·gh the analysis to be presented is for a specific type 
of conveyor, the same techniques with minor modification can be used 
to analyze other conveyor types. 
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The problem to be studied concerns a closed loop power conveyor 
that has carriers at equally spaced intervals around it. Each carrier 
is capable of holding one part due to its confi~uration or size. 
p 
There are n loading stations positioned along one side of the con-
veyor. Each of the loading stations has a potential mean loading rate 
~- The time between loading attempts (i.e., the time interval between 
the time that the ith part is disposed of by the operator and the 
th (i + 1) part is ready for loading onto the conveyor) is described 
by a density function f(t). Consequently, the potential mean loading 
rate at station j is given by: 
in parts per unit of time 
where 
0:, 
tj _ J
0 
t fj(t) dt 
Likewise, there are m unloading stations positioned along the 
opposite side of .the conveyor. Each unloading stations operates at J,9~/ 
l 
a mean potential unloading rat~ ofµ. The time between unloading 
-
' 
attempts is a random variable wit~ density function g(t), and the 
potential mean unloading rate at unload station k is given by: 
1 
• 
,_, . 
µ,K - 1n parts per unit of time -
tk 
·· where 
co 
-
·~Jo tk t gk(t) dt 
r 
A diagram of such a conveyor is shown • diagram 1 . 1n 
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n-loading stations 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
m-unloading stations 
Diagram 1: Typical conveyor layout. 
.... 
Any parts that do not get unloaded .while passing by the unloading 
~ 
stations remain on the conveyor and circulate around past the loading 
stations. These parts are available for unloading on the next revo-
lution when they again pass by the unloading stations. Thus, at each 
loading station there are full carriers flowing past as a result of 
recirculating parts plus those that are filled by the previous loading 
stations. It~ is the presence of full carriers flowing past the loading 
stations that creates interference which in turn causes either banking 
of parts or waiting for an empty carrier or both depending on the 
specified policy. Conversely, the same can be $aid about empty 
carriers flowing past the unloading stations. The term banking means 
that if an attempt to load the conveyor is not successful, that the part 
\ 
is put aside into an inv~ntory bank, or if an attempt to unload is 
unsuccessful then the part is taken from an ···rii'vefitory bank instead of 
from the conveyor. The removal of the bank from the loading stations 
will not be discussed. It is assumed that these banks are removed by 
some means other tha~ the conveyor. 
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The primary function of the conveyors treated. in this thesis will 
be to transport material, therefore loading and unloading will take 
place continuously. If either loading or unloading were intermittent, 
i.e., one activity stopped while the other continued on some cyclical 
bases, then the conveyor would be used for both transporting and 
storing of parts. 
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CHAPTER ·II 
MODEL DESCRIPTION :;.,· 
, I 
Model I 
(' 
Morris (1) has studled a conveyor system under the. condition 
wherein if an attempt to load (or unload) the carrier immediately in 
front of the operator is unsuccessful then the item is banked (or 
taken from the inventory bank provided). Thus, in this type of sit-
uation, the operator does not wait on the conveyor. This will be 
referred to as Model I. The development of this model is presented 
and the argument runs as follows: 
.'~. ' . '.'. . .; .. 
•• 
The assumptions made are: 
1. There is always one carrier within the range of a station. 
2. If a loading attempt fails the part is set aside in a 
bank and no further attempt is made to load it, likewise, 
\ 
if an unloading attempt fails, a part is taken from an 
in-process inventory bank. 
3. No.more than one attempt is made to load (qr unload) a 
carrier as it passes a loading (or unloading) station. 
4. The time between attempts to load or unload is independent 
of the conveyor speed and the number of interferences. 
5. Carriers arrive at the first loading station such that 
the probability of a carrier being full is a 1 for every 
carrier. Likewise, the probability of a carrier being full 
upon arrival at the first unloading station is ~1 • 
J. 
,. 
,., . ···-·.' .... ··•.-•-•··-· 
..,;_,. 
r 
' , ....... ~··"' 
\ If the time between loading attempts, t, is a random variable 
with density function f(t), and for unloading the density function is 
g(t) then: 
Cl') 
t =J0 t f(t) dt 
and 
1 
A - -
t 
which is the mean loading rate at each station. 
Conversely·: 
and 
Cl') 
t = J
0 
t g(t) dt 
1 
µ. - -
t 
" . 
which is the mean unloading rate at each station. Morris then 
shows that the proportion of loaded carriers entering the nth loading 
station is given by: 
A n-1 ~ n - l - ( l-<l'1 ) ( 1-r> 
where r is the conveyor speed in carriers per unit of .time. The 
time basis for r, µ, and A should be the same. 
In a similar manner, it is also shown that the mean rate at which 
loaded carriers leave the mth unloading station.is: 
m 
\ 
- l S1 < 1 
j=l 
j-1 -
~) µ. 
r 
. ' 
Therefore~ under steady state flow conditions,.the flow of parts 
out of the last unloading station must equal the flow of parts into 
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-the 'first loading station. Conversely,;. tlie rate of flow of parts 
I 
leaving the last loading station, must equal the flow of parts enter~ng 
the first unloading station. 
~ 1 
equations can be wri~ten: 
Thus, the following system. of· flow 
m 
•.• ·--· .. i 
= a1Cl - ~)mr 
and 
· • · X n 
a1 r = a r = [ 1-( 1 - al ) ( 1 - -> ] r 
n+l r 
The solution of these equations yields: 
' .. 
(. 
a1 -
· A n m 
[1-(1 - -) ] [1 - ~] 
r r 
1-(1 - ~)m (1 
r 
.1 .. 
Upon examining these equations, one fin~s that for an increase in r 
(the conveyor speed) that a 1 increases and S1 decreases. At this 
point the analysis is concluded, and Morris states the following 
1. 
~ m . 
Morris states that·_g,1 .. r = ~1 (1 -r> µ which is in error; thus, his 
soluti,on, .. for .. a1· and S1 is likewise in error. 
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conclusion: 
"Thus, in the case of multiple ,.Oading and unloading stations, 
the designer who is interestedlin reducing interference in the. 
system will find no advantage in increasing the rate of carrier 
f lO\V. " 
Model II 
The study of a conveyor under more general conditions has been 
·-, made by Reis, Dunlap, and Schneider (2). A description of this model 
is presented next and will be referred to as Model II. 
This model is based on an analysis of an individual loading 
. h. h . d . t d th th t t . . f 1 di station w 1c 1s es1gna e as en s a 10n in a sequence o oa ng 
stations. The presentation of the model implies that all carriers 
entering the first loading station are empty. The following character-
.... 
istics are stated to describe the operation of the conveyor: 
1. The output of an individual station is stated in terms of 
.. 
the fraction of conveyor c~paci ty. The actual output of 
th then station is given by Q and the potential output of 
n 
th 
then station (if no waiting on the conveyor took place) 
is· given by P . 
n 
2. The number of carriers which the operator is instructed to 
look at in attempting to load a part is called the loading 
range and is symbolized by I. For the case 1=00 this means 
that the operator must wait until the loading attempt is 
successful. If l=l, this means that if the carrier inunediately 
present is full, that the operator is not to wait for the 
next carrier but is to place the item in a bank. 
' 
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3. The number of carriers that the operator can see at one 
time from his loading station is called the visibility 
range, a·nd the number of carriers in his visibility range 
is symbolized by R. 
The model is also extended to include the case where a policy 
exists for loading the bank onto the _conveyor during normal operation. 
The bank removal problem will not be discussed so this port ion of the 
model is eliminated from this discussion. 
To begin the analysis the following assumptions are stated: 
· 1. The loading attempts of individual stations are inde-
> pendent of each other and of the status of the conveyor. 
.~;, 
2. An attempt to load results in either a success with pos-
sible delay, or it results in failure tq load which 
means banking the unit but no delays are produced. Thus, 
this implies that the visibility range is greater than or 
equal to the loading range .. 
Under the second assumption, if the operator sees at the time a 
loading attempt is made that the next I carriers are full, he will 
'l 
not wait but will bank the unit immediately. 
. ..... 
The fraction of the conveyor capacity f removed by the nth station 
n 
is given by: 
' 
10· ~\1·· 
/·~· ..... _-·-·-·· 
• 
~ 
.• ' 
} .. 
.. 
I 
o· 
is 
is: 
. · .. - .__j 
where . \ ; ·-· 
.f,' 
r - fraction of conveyor capacity removed by all 
N 
stations preceding the th n • 
I loading range for the th station. 
-
n 
_ output of the nth station in fr·action of 
conveyor capacity. 
The fraction of the nth stations output that will be banke·d 
given 
I 
by: 
B ·- I 
-
F 
n n 
It is further stated that the average delay at the nth station 
where 
1-1 
Id d Dn - ( 1-F ) F n n 
.. d=l 
D - average delay per unit load produced in number of 
n 
carrier spaces at station n. 
If the loading range exceeds the visibility range, it is shown 
th that the average delay at then station becomes: 
1-1 
:~ 
(l-R) I \ Fd D 
-
F + (1-F
0
) l d 
n n n 
d=l 
If R is greater than I, then the first term of the equation is 
taken as zero, i.e., it is never considered negative. 
Finally, the relationship between the actual output rate and the 
th potential output rate is developed for then station. This relation-
... 
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ship is stated as: 
...... 
The total fractJon of conveyor capacity that has been removed 
by the first n stations is given by: 
Simulation Model 
• 
i,.:-· 
A computer program for simulation of a canveyor was written for 
the IBM 1620 computer. This program is presented in Appendix I. The 
simulation model was made general enough to ~ake the simulation as 
close to the real world as possible. The inputs and outputs for the 
program are shown for a typical problem in Appendix I. 
A number of different conveyor designs were simulated initially 
to gain insight as to the general relationsfips between parameters 
V' 
and performance. The first phenom~na which became apparent from the 
simulation studies was the concept of a steady state operating con-
dition for a given set of parameters. The concept of steady state 
condition can be illustrated by an example. Consider a conveyor with 
n loading stations and m unloading stations operating under the policy 
that if an attempt to load or unload a carrier cannot be performed 
successfully within some specified period of time that the item should 
be banked or taken from a bank respectively. Now say that the system 
starts operating with all carriers empty. Thus, at the start the load-
ing stations will have little trouble finding empty carriers on which 
to place material, however, the unloading stations will encounter 
many ·interferences due to the lack of material on the conveyor in the 
12 
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unloading region. Also, initially there will be few items returning_ 
', 
to the loading stations that did not get unloaded. As time~passes, 
the conveyor goes through a transient phase in ,vhich the amount of 
rt.J. 
material on the conveyor and the percentage of full carriers returning 
., 
to the loading side continues to increase. After some length of time, 
.., 
the conveyor balances out and the feedback rate of material to the 
loading side .reaches a steady level. This phenomena was found to 
exist regardless of what state the conveyor was in at the time of 
starting. Also, regardless of the initial condition, the steady 
state condition is unique for a given set of operating conditions and 
conveyor parameters. 
', • .Jo 
Therefore, all simulation studies must be done over a period 
('I C 
in which the conveyor is operating under steady state conditions .. 
Further investigation through simulation· disclosed that the num-
, 
ber of carriers had no effect on individual station performance, but 
it did effect the amount of material that would be on the conveyor. 
In fact, when the number of carriers is varied, holding all other 
conditions constant, the percent of full carriers on the conveyor 
remains constant. Thus, by increasing the number of carriers, the 
steady state inventory on the conveyor also increases proportionally. 
This is one factor that might be considered when evaluating a new 
design, because the more carriers there are, the more money there 
will be tied up in inventory on the conveyor. 
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CHAPTER III 
FEEDBACK WITHOUT STATION WAITING 
Testing of Model I 
A simulation study was next made to determine the effect of 
conveyor speed on station performance. The first condition examined 
was for a loading and unloading range of one carrier. Thus, under this 
policy if an attempt to load or unload the carrier immediately avail-
able is unsuccessful then the item is put into the bank or taken from 
a bank respectively. For this study, a conveyor with the following 
parameters was used: 
1. There were five loading and five unloading stations. 
2. The time interval between attempts for each station was 
a random variable t w·hich 1s given by the density 
function f(t) = 1 for .5 min~ t ~ 1.5 min. 
3. The conveyor had 253 carriers. 
The percent of items banked at each loading station for three 
different conveyor speeds is shown in figure 1. These results are 
.,' 
:J 
obtained from a simulation over 800 minutes of steady state conveyor 
operation. Therefore, each point is based on a sample size of approxi-
mately 800 loading attempts. Of course, there was no waiting time 
at any of the stations since the policy was not to wait for a success-
ful condition but to bank the item instead. The percent of attempts 
resulting in taking material from a bank at the unloading stations 
is the same as for the corresponding loading stations. 
14 
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The expected proportion of parts banked as calculated from the 
'#' 
, . f• .· mod,l and t~e observed portion of banking iri the simulation at each 
! 
/ 
station is as ... follows for a conveyor spe,ed of 5 carriers per minute: 
Loading 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Unload 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Banking Frequency 
Calculated 
. 247 
.398 
.518 
.614 
.692 
.247 
.398 
.518 
.614 
.692 
Observed in 
S in1ula t ion 
.235 
.389 
.524 
.635 
.675 
.249 
.427 
. 509 
.595 
.689 
No. of Attempts 
in Simulation 
795 
795 
792 
803 
809.: 
809 
803 
797 
804 
810 
Table I: Comparison of model I with simulation study.· 
Letting 9' represent the calculated frequency of banking at station i 
and 9 be the observed frequency of banking, then the null hypothesis 
can be stated: 
Ho: 9' = 9 for ( i=l, 2, ... , 10) i i 
Upon testing this joint hypothesis, it is found that: 
., 
where: n1 is the number of loading or unloading attempts in the 
si-mulat ion. 
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. 2 The critical X for ex = .05 and 10 degrees of freedom is:. 
......... x2 = 18.3 
. 05, 10 
" Thus, it is concluded that the simulated station performance is 
., 
in agreement with the calculated performance. ·~ . ... . . ...... -- -- . ·--.. 
A closer examination of this model reveals that stations per-, 
formance is sensitive to only the mean attempt rate and is not dependent 
on the distribution of the time between attempts as long as the proba-
bility of attempting to load or unload a'"c-arrier more than once is· 
very small. Because if a1 is the probability of a carrier being full 
... \., 
upon arrival at the 1irst loading station and A is the mean loading 
attempt rate, then the mean rate at which station one loads the con-
veyor is: . :.· .... 
· .. ,.· 
The mean rate at which full carriers flow into station one is: 
Thus, the mean rate at which full carriers leave station one is: 
which is therefore a 2 r by definition. One can apply the same reason-f 
ing to all stations and thus conclude that as long as all stations 
operate independently of each other and intercept the conveyor at 
random, then the distribution of attempts has no effect on station 
performance. However, if the probability of attempting to load a 
' 
' carrier more than once is not equal •to zero, then (l-0') is not the n 
probability of a successful loading attempt at station n. 
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If the time between attempts at the stations is a constant (a 
variance of zero) for each station then there will be a cyclical 
relation between the conveyor and S·tat ions, in which case, this 
model will not apply. For the case of a constant time between station 
attempts, there is no real problem however, because then the conveyor 
'-~ /'' 
·,"-.__,, 
can be designed so as to synchronize all stations and thus eliminate 
interferences. 
In figure 2, the percent of full carriers returning from the last 
(5th) unload station to the first ( no. 1) load station is shown for 
each of the three speeds for the conveyor described above. Thus, we 
see that as the speed of the conveyor (in carriers per minute) increases 
the feedback rate also increases. The sample size for each point in 
figure 2 is equal to 800 times the speed in CPM, for example the first 
point has a sample size of (4000 = 800 x 5) carriers. 
One may notice how closely figure 2 corresponds to the percent of 
material banked at station 1. This correspondence should ~xist since 
the probability of banking an item at station one is equal to the 
probability that a carrier is full when arriving at station 1, and 
""~ of course figure 2 is just the probability of a full carrier entering 
.-
station 1. This feedback rate ·shown in figure 2 is what was referred 
to as a1 in model I~ Thus, the results of this simulation verify 
the conclusion drawn from model I, namely that a 1 increases as the 
speed r increases. Since percent of unsuccessful ·attempts at each 
unloading station is the same as for the respective loading station, 
it is therefore kn'own that the percent of empty carriers arriving at 
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the first unloading st·ation is equal to the feedback rate to the first 
load station. Therefore, S1 - 1--01 and thus an increase in speed will 
cause a decrease in S1 ,vhich was also concluded from model I. 
Based upon the relationship between a 1 , S1 and r, Morris concluded 
that if one is interested in decreasing the interference in a multiple 
station conveyor system then there would be no advantage in increasing 
the rate of carrier flow. Since the interference at later stations 
tends to decrease (as observed from these simulation results) it may 
be that when considering the total systems interference that some 
improvement can be obtained by increasing the speed. 
Conveyor Speed Optimization 
Considering the steady state operation of the conveyor it is 
seen that a1 r is the rate of flow of full carriers enterin, __ g the load-
ing side of the conveyor, and S1 r is the flow rate of full carriers 
entering the unloading side of the conveyor. Thus, the difference 
between the rate of flow of material out of the last loading stat ion 
and the rate of flow into the first loading station must be the total 
rate at whi~h loading is taking place for all loading stations combined. 
Since the conveyor is operating in a steady state, then the rate of 
I unloading must equal the rate of loading. Under the 'conditions where 
the mea~ loading and unloading attempt rates remain constant over 
time, the objective is to minimize interferences at the stations. How-
ever, if the actual loading and unloading rate, which is the effective 
rate at which material is being transported by the conveyor, is 
maximized then total interferences at all stations combined will be 
minimized. 
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The effective material transport rate can be defined by the 
following equation: 
A. n µ, m, [1-c1. - r> J [1-c1 - r> J · 
.. 
T = l,1 r - 0'1 r = -----~-n----. ,-.m--
1-( 1 - r) (1 - ~) 
u 
( 1) 
· The larger T ( the effective transp.ort rate) is the more material 
there wili be moved by the conveyor and thus fewer total interferences 
at the stations . 
Figure 3 ,shows how T (the effective transport rate) varies with 
r ('conveyor speed) for a conveyor with the following parameters: 
a. A=~ - 1 part per minute. 
b. m = n = 6 stations. 
Thus, it can be seen that there is a optimum speed at which the 
conveyor should run. In this example, the optimum speed is 12 carriers 
per minute, for at this speed, the effective transport rate is a 
maximum. The fraction of material banked at all loading stations 
• combined can be calculated from the following equation: 
B 
T 
n\-T 
n>.. (2) 
Likewise, the fraction of material removed from banks at all · 
unloading stations combined is given by: 
' . 
B -
T 
nµ-T 
nµ 
For the conveyor considered in this example, the percent of 
material banked at all loading stations as a function of conveyor 
1':l - ·-: --~ 
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speed is plotted in figure 4. t Simulation runs were made on tnis 
,• 
conveyor design at four different speeds. The time between loading 
and unloading attempts is given by f(t) = 1 for .5 ~ t ~ 1.5 for simu-
lation purposes. 
.. 
The percent of material banked at the loading stations as obtained 
from simulation is shown by an (X) on figure 4 at the corresponding 
speeds. The simulation results agree very well with the values cal-
.. culated from equations (1) and (2). The percent of bank usage for the 
unloading stations is the same as for the loading stations since the 
unloading attempt rate is equal to the loading attempt rate and also 
m = n. 
Looking at figure 1, one sees that as conveyor speed increases 
,-the.banking rate increases at the earlier stations and decreases at 
the latter stations. Thus, by changing the speed of the conveyor, one 
can make the banking rate at each station in a series of stations 
more uniform. In many cases, it may be desirable to make the banking 
somewhat equal from station to station in that less space need be 
~reserved for large banks'~hat may accumulate at the latter stations. 
The fact that station performance becomes more uniform as speed 
of the conveyor increases can be explained mathematically by examining· 
the equation for the effective transport rate. Recall that the 
effective transport rate (T) is given by: 
However, there is an upper limit to the effective transport rate 
which is given by: 
2:0 
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That is, the effective transport rate cannot exceed the total potential 
loading or unloading rate whichever is smaller. Therefore, it can be 
said that: 
Thus, as conveyor spe~d (r) becomes very large then (f31 -a1 ) must 
become small. For a small difference between 0'1 and f31 this means 
that the conveyor is loaded almost uniformly over its entire length. 
Therefore, the probability of a carrier being full from station to 
') .. 
\ stat ion is very nearly the same. Consequently, station performance 
from station to station will be very nearly equal since for a give? 
I 
attempt rate station performance is influenced only by the probabil-
ity of a carrier being full upon arrival at the station. This analysis 
applies regardless of whether waiting is permitted or not and also 
when feedback does not exist. 
Looking at figures 3 and 4 one might conclude that the effective 
transport rate of a conveyor is not very sensitive to conveyor speed. 
This is true only when there are many stations, i.e., m and n are 
large. The sensitivity of (T) to conveyor speed increases as the 
number of stations decrease . 
.. An attempt was made to differentiate T with respect to r so as 
to find the speed that maximized equation ( 1). However, the first 
derivative of equation (1) is very complex and the only means known 
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to find the positive real root of the first derivative is by iteration. 
. :, Therefore, the maximum of equation (1) can be found just as easily 
.Q. 
~· 
by graphical methods. 
Minimum Size Determi.nation 
Given that each of then loading stations operate at a mean 
attempt rate of A and each of them unloading stations operate at a 
mean attempt rate of~ one can determine the optimum conveyor speed 
' 
r from equation (1)~ Based upon the conditions of the parts ~eing 
handled there will be some maximum carrier velocity (in feet per min.) 
that can be obtained. If the carrier velocity is too fast, then 
people will fumble the parts when trying to get them on and off of 
the conveyor. Safety may"'also be a factor in limiting the maximum 
carrier velocity. 
Given that the maximum carrier velocity has been determined to 
be v feet/min. then the carrier spacing in feet is giv~n as: 
V d - -
-r 
,-. 
The minimum length of conveyor that can be used is that length 
that is required to link the load and unload stations together. 
Therefore, the minimum number of carriers that one can get by with 
and still give maximum effective transport rate or conversely mini-
/ 
mum total station banking is: 
h .L 0 - d 
. ,.. ,, 
where L minimum permissible conveyor length. 
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The number of carriers can ~e increased above h0 by increasing 
the length of the conveyor or by decreasing carrier spacing and also 
reducing the conveyor velocity so as to maintain a carrier flow rate 
of· r. The only reason for increasing the number of carriers above 
h
0 is to provide a larger inventory of both parts and empty carriers 
on the conveyor. Larger inventories will make the conveyor system 
more stab\e in that short term fluctuations in station,,,---operating rate 
will have less influence on the performance of other stations. These 
short term fluctuations might be-~tich'th~ngs as complete station 
shutdown, decrease in operating rate, or increase in operating rate 
over a short- period of time. 
One must remember that the equations presented so far are based 
on the conditions that, 1) if an attempt to load or unload a carrier 
is not successful that the part is placed into or taken from a bank 
respectively and 2) that the carriers travel fast enough so that the 
probability of attempting to load or unload a carrier more than once 
as it passes by a station is approximately zero. 
.,:-., 
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CHAPrER IV 
NO;FEEDBACK OF·PARTS 
~- . 
.. 
Testing of Model II 
No Station Waiting·Allowed 
- Model II ,vas developed to analyze the performance of individual 
loading stations under the condition that the feedback rate is equal 
to zero, that is all material gets unloaded at the unloading station 
(or stations). To determine how well this model fit the real world, a 
comparison was made between the results obtained from the model and 
those obtained from a simulation of a specific conveyor at each of the 
individual loading stations. The first comparison was made under the 
condition that the loading range was equal to one, that is no waiting 
at any of the-stafions was permitted. A conveyor with the following 
parameters was used to make the comparison: 
1. There were six loading stations each of which operated 
with a!time interval between loading attempts given 
-t 
e Thus, t - 1 min. 
2. The speed of the ce11veyor was taken to be at a rate of 
i 
8 carrikrs per minute. 
·~ .. 
3. The loading range was one carrier. 
4. The simulation was over 6000 minutes of operating time. 
Table II shows the results of the simulation as well as the 
expected percentage banked as calculated from model II. 
~- . 
' : I• 
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EXP. Banking Actual Banking No. of Attempts 
Load Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
By Model 
;, 
0 
12.5 
23.4 
33.0 
41. 4 
48.7 
II By Simulation In Simulation ni 
0 568 
14.7 597 
23.4 599 
31.2 644· 
41. 0 
' 641 
48.2 593 
· Table II: Station banking as calculate~ from model II and as observed 
in simulation for a loading range of one carrier. 
Thus, the hypothesis in this case is that I{' = p{, P2 = 
~ 
' l>:a , • • • , 
Po - Ps 
where: p1 is the percent banked at stat ion i as obtain.ed by 
simulation, and p1 is the expected per~ent banked as 
' 
calculated from model II. 
To test this hypothesis, one can use the x2 test where: 
.• 
6 
')2 
=I (X. - n.p. x2 1 1 1 
' (1-pi) T n.p. 
i=2 1 1 
' 
• 
[88-597 ( .125) ] 2 
(597)(.125)(1-.125) 
+ . ~ • + 
[286-593 (.487)] 2 
593(.487)(1-.487) 
- 3. 58 
Critical x2 . 05, 5 = 11.07 
'-' 
Since xa < 2 the hypothesis is accepted. x.05,5' T 
" 
I 
Thus, one can 
conclude from this analysis that model II describes the real world 
... ,'" 
when the loading policy is to bank the item if the loading attempt is 
not ~immediately successful. 
,-
.. , 
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Comparisons were made between simulation results ·and model I I 
/ 
( 
(when I= 1) for the uniform and the normal distribution also, and the 
same degree of correspondence was found in each of these cases. There-
fore, as long as the loading stations operate independently of each 
other, the amount of material banked is dependent only on the mean 
of the distribution of time between attempts and not on the shape of. 
the distribution. 
In the case where no waiting is allowed at any of the stations 
and all stations attempt to load at the same rate, model II is basically 
the same as mode I. If no waiting is allowed, then the actual station 
loading attempt rate is equal to the potential loading rate because 
and 
where 
D - 0 for all stations, j 
p 
j 
~-J 
- . 
r 
If all stations have the same potential~loading rate then: 
Therefore: 
By definition: 
. . . . 
= "-n 
A 
~ - Qa · · · · - Qn - r 
The banking at each station is: 
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and in general 
...... 
= F1 + Qi (1-F1) = crl + ~ (1-al) 
= F2 + ~ (1-F2) = cr2 + ~ O-a2) 
n-1 Bn = 1 - ( l -F1 ) ( 1-Q) = ex n 
.~ --,-•~- . ~ ..... · . 
Since F1 = O· in the case of model II, then by letting et1 = 0 
one can see that the two models are identic~l except for notation when 
no waiting is allowed. 
Station \Vai ting Allowed· 
Model II was next compared with simulation results in the case 
where some waiting time was allowed at each of the loading stations. 
··-A conveyor with eight loading stations, each using a loading range of 
1 five carriers was tested. All other parameters of the conveyor were 
the same as those used in the previous test (where the loading range 
was one carrier). Tables III and IV show the results of the com-
parison at each of the loading stations based on a simulation time of 
600 minutes • Banking 
Station Exp. Actual No. of Attempts n i 
w 
1 0 0 650 
2 .00003 0 601 
3 .0009 0 530 
4 .0067 . 0178 560 
5 .0266 . 069 550 
6 .0745 . 184 544 
7 . 16558 ·. 291 557 
8 .30695 . 425 538 
Table III: The expected fraction of items banked as calculated from 
model II and the observed fraction banked as obtained 
from simulation. 
1. The visibility range in all example applications will be considered r 
to be greater than I. When I= oo then the visibility range does not 
enter into the analysis. 
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_ gJVai ting Time 
Station E~p. Actual No.of Attempts ni 
-
' . 
u 
1 0 0 650 
2 .1427 .1514 - 601 
' \ 
3 .3245 .3415 530 
4 . 5442 .5750 560 
5 .7804 . 7618 550 
6 .9866 .9081 544 
7 1.0999 . 8528 557·· 
8 1.0663 .8476 538 
Table IV: The expected waiting time in fraction of carrier spacing 
pei loading attempt as calculated from model II and the 
observed waiting time as obtained from simulation. 
Again, consider the hypothesis that p, = p~ i.e., the fraction 
1 1 
banked at station i in the simulation is a random variable given by 
the binomial distribution with parameter p: which is the calculated 
1 
fraction banked from model II. 
The critical 
2 (x.-nl. p!) 
1 1 
n.p~(l-p~) 
1 1 1 
x2 _ 11.01 
.05,5 
- 237. 98 
·,.I 
Thus, as can be observed from the data, the model and the simu-
latior:i results do not ~gree in- the case where sorne waiting time is 
allow~d. Due to.compl~xity, no hypothesis test was made on the 
I 
waiting time data; but.the difference between actual and calculated 
• 
waiting time is large enough to conclude that the model does not agree 
with the simulation . 
After investigating this problem in more detail, the reason for 
the discrepancy between model II and the real world was found. First, 
the equation used to obtain the fraction of material banked (B) implies 
•J 
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that the state ( empty or full} of a carrier is independent of the state 
I) 
of all other carriers. Upon examining the distribution for tne wait-
A 
ing time in numoer of carriers one finds this distribution to be: 
d 
P(d) = (1-Fn) Fn for 1 ~ d ~ 1-1 
This distribution also implies independence between carriers. In 
figure 5 a listing is shown of the states of consecutive carriers after 
leaving the last loading station (station no. 8) in the above si~ulation. 
A (J) indicates that the carrier is full ~nd a (0) indicates it is 
empty. Over this sample of 900 consecutive carriers 784 are full and 
116 are empty. Thus, the probability of an empty carrier leaving the 
last loading station is: 
116 
P(E) = 900 - .129 
as estimated from this sample. 
Letting A. be the event that carrier i is empty and A. 1 be 1 1-
the event that carrier i-1, the previous carrier, is empty then if 
the two events are independent: 
P( A. \A. l) = P( A. ) 1 1- 1 
In this set of data~ there are 39 cases where an empty carrier 
.~ 
follows an empty carrier and 77 cases where a full carrier follows an 
empty carrier. Thus, based upon this data, the sample estimate of: 
P(Ai \Ai-1) 39 
-• P'i 
- 116 - .336 
However, P(Ai) 
-
P(E) 
-
.129 as a sample estimate from tne given 
data. 
l. . 
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Performing the hypothesis test that.~?<~ \Ai-l ),.. = P( ~) it is 
found that: . 
~ 
where: 39 + 
p 
-900 + 
So ztest = 5. 86 
Z. 05 = 1. 96 . 
z 
test 
116 
-116 
.336 - .129 
- 1 1 
P< l-p) <900+·116> r 
... 
. 
. 
. 
.152 
Therefore, it is conclude~ that P(Ai\A1_1 ) i P(Ai). 
·\ ' 
Letting Ai be the complement, i.e., A1 is the event that carrier i is 
full and A. 1 is the event that the previous carrier is full, then 1-
/• 
Therefore, the model for individual station analysis should be 
based on conditional probabilities rather than unconditional probabili-
ties when waiting is allowed, i.e., when I> 1. 
The reason that dependence exists between carriers for I> 1 can 
be explained in the following manner. Say that carrier j is full as 
it passes by th~ nth loading station. Now the probability that the ~ 
nth loading station attempts to load the next carrier (j+l) is equal 
to the probability that he attempts to load either carrier j + 1 or 
carrier j. Likewise, if carrier j + 1 is also full, then the probabil-
. I 
ity that he attempts to load carrier j + 2 is equal to the probability 
that he attempts to load carrier j + 2, or j + 1, or j. Thus, the ~ 
conveyor loading pattern exhibits a clustering of loaded and unloaded 
carriers, and tne clustering effect increases as both I and n increase 
30 
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as has been observed also by simulations for various loading ranges 
. 1 
and number of stations. 
. . . .... . . I 
· Even though this model could be refined by using conditional 
/ 
probability, it does give answers that approximate the real world. 
This model also is simple to use and is not nearly as complex as a 
more refined model would be. 
If feedback of material from the unloading to the loading side 
of the conveyor does not exist then, as can be observed from both 
model I and model II, station performance will improve as conveyor 
speed increases. For the case where no station waiting is permitted 
,, 
the effective 'transport rate can be developed in a simplified manner 
as follows: 
.. 
as established in model I. However, if feedback does not exist, then 
a 1 = 0. Therefore: 
and 
or 
S1 = a - 1-( 1 - A) n n+l r 
A n 
T = r - r( 1 - r) 
It can be shown that as r increases, T approaches (n\) asympto-
tically. 
When waiting is allowed, then model II must be used to evaluate 
the effective transport rate. In this case, a closed form expression 
for T becomes very complex. Thus, the relationship between the effective 
transport rate and conveyor speed will be shown by an example. 
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In figure 6, the relationship between T and r is shown for a given 
conveyor design. Again, it is seen that there is a critical region 
after \vhich any increase in speed will have very 1 i ttle effect on 
combined station performance. Hence, for a given conveyor problem, 
the speed can be chosen by calculating the effective transport rate 
J' 
curve and then choose the speed that will cause the conveyor to operate 
at the knee of the curve. By so doing, one will be getting near maxi-
mum utiflization out of the conveyor and yet keep. the size of the con-
veyor, in number of carr-iers, at a moderate level. A more refined 
technique would be to determine the speed by balancing the savings in 
imprdved station performance for increased speed against the cost of 
the additional carriers required to furnish the speed. 
Station Policy Optimization 
Upon considering a conveyor with n loading stations under the 
condition that all carriers entering the first loading station are 
empty, the question arises as to what value of (I) should one use at 
each of the loading stations. If the objective is to minimize cost 
of station operation, then one would want to minimize the sum of costs 
at all stations. Another objective might be to maximize the amount of 
material transported by the conveyor or to minimize the amount of 
material banked. The minimum cost objective seems more appropriate 
in general and thus, it will be the criterion used in this paper for 
determining the loading range. 
Wh · d · h · th · · f 1 d. t t . en cons1 er1ng t e J station 1n a sequence o oa 1ng s a ions 
the following equation can be written to give the expected total vari-
able cost per lo&ding attempt at station j. 
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' dF d C' - C L(I-R) Fj ·+ (1-Fj) L -j w j 
d=l 
where: 
C - cost of waiting for one carrier 
w 
C - cost of banking a part B ~ 
l I J + c8 Fj 
The expected total variable station cost per unit of time is 
cj = r Q.C'. 
J J 
where: 
... 
" r - conveyor speed in carriers per unit of time. 
:( 
Q. - actual load attempt rate in fraction of conveyor capacity. J 
The unit of time for C. will be the same as that used for r the conveyor 
J 
speed. 
The decision variable (I) not only affects the performance of the 
jth station but it also affects the input to all of the following 
stations; because the size of the loading range influences the amount 
of material that is loaded onto the conveyor at station j, and the 
amount of material on the conveyor is the input to a station. This 
dependence between stations is shown in diagram 2 below. 
Conve Station 1 
.. 
Station 
2 
Station 
n 
Diagram 2: Movement of a conver·~ugh a sequence of stations. 
Therefore, the determination of st~ion load range becomes a 
multistage decision process that can be solved by dynamic programming. 
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By referr_ing to a stat ion as a decision stage and numbering the stage·s 
in reverse to that ~f the stations the problem can be put into dynamic 
programming notation as follows: 
Stage Stage Stage Stage 
xn 
n n-1 X ••• ~ 2 x1 1 X n-1 n-2 0 
In I n-1 12 Il 
where: 
~ - F1 0 - -
'· 
~-1 hn (Xn, Pn, In) ~ F1 f1 1 - - - + 
X1 
- 112 (Xe , P2 , 12) - Fn - Fn-1 + fn-1 
The stage j cost is given by: 
·' 
and thus one can write: ; 
By starting at stage 1 or the last loading station and working 
back toward the first loading stat ion one can t_hus obtain the optimum 
loading range at each of the stations so as to minimize the total 
station operating cost. Because of the complexity of the cost func-
tions and the intersta.ge coupling relations, this dynamic programming 
problem can be most easily solved by table method. 
To illustrate the tabular solution an example problem is presented 
along with the solution for optimum loading range. For this example 
·i* 
a conveyor with four loading stations was chosen where each station's 0 
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potential loading rate P is equal. to 20% of the conveyor capa·ci ty, 
and the conveyor speed is equal to ten carriers per minute. The cost 
of waiting per minute at a station is $.20 thus the cost 81' waiting for 
'"' 
one carrier is $.02. The cost of banking is $.05 per part banked at 
each station. The expected costs per 1000 minutes of operation are 
given in table A, Appendix II, for various inputs and loading ranges. 
Since input X is a continuous variable, the solution is approximated 
n 
by considering the input to take on discrete values. Since all four 
station's potential loading rates are equal, this one table provides 
all the in'Iormation needed for all the stations. Thus, by starting with 
stage 1 (the last loading station) and working backwards to the last 
stage, one can determine the optimum loading range a~each station. 
The tabular solution to this example problem is given:::._~~Appendix II, 
......... --
1 
Tables A and B. 
From the dynamic programming solution the optimum loading range 
.. 
I* is found to be: 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
I* 
Any Value 
3 
3 
4 
At the first station, the loading range is immaterial since all carriers 
are empty as they enter the first station. 
1. In order to improve the accuracy of the solution, linear inter-
polation was used in the calculation of table 3. 
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As can be seen from the cumulative cost tables for the solution 
'\j 
of this problem, the loading range should be larger for the stations 
further down the conveyor line than it is ~or the earlier stations. 
Not only does the shorter loading range at earlier stations provide 
for minimum station cost but it also makes for more uniform bank sizes 
at the stations then for the case where the loading range is the same 
at all stations,~ 
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CHAPTER V 
FEEDBACK WI,TH STATION WAITING 
In many closed loop conveyor applications there may be many un-
. load'ing stations which remove parts from the conveyor in such a manner 
so that the time between unloading attempts can be described by a 
density function f(t). Under such conditions one can no longer say 
that all carriers will be empty upon arrival at the first loading 
station, nor can it be said that all carriers will be full .:upon ar,rj.val~ 
. at the first unloading station. This conveyor layout is similar to 
. I 
that which was considered in model I except here the proble.m is extended 
to include waiting time (that is a loading range greater than one). 
From diagram 3 it can be seen how one might approximate the 
individual station performance. 
E 
m+l 
e e a e • I e e • 
F 
n F n+l 
Diagram 3: Physical representation of conveyor problem. 
- 1-F 
n+l 
Under s.teady state operation the feedback rate of full carriers 
F1 into the loading side will reach some constant value say F1 . Also, 
one can analyze the unloading stations similar to the loading stations 
' by considering the fraction of unloaded carriers instead of loaded 
carriers and the same equations can be used simply by replacing F with 
E throughout. The fraction of empty carriers entering the first un-( 
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loiding station is just one minus the fraction of full carriers leaving 
the last loading station. Likewise, the fraction of full carrier~ 
entering the first loading station is one minus the fraction of empty 
-- r •· 
carriers leaving the last unloading station. Therefore, given that F1 
(the conveyor steady state input rate to station one) is known, then 
I 
station one's waiting time and banking rate can be determined. The 
comveyor output rate from station one which is the input to station two 
can also be found. Thus, by applying model II to each" loading and un-
loa9ing station successively, the waiting time and banking at all stations 
I 
can be determined for any value of the loading range I. 
The equations for evaluating 
time, banking, and.loading) for a 
... 
. J 
1-1 
I \ Dj ( 1-R) Fj + ( 1-F j) l --
d=l 
Fj+l = Fj + f j 
station performancEr-li.e., waiting 
given input are given as: ~ 
Fd d (3) j ;,_ 
(4) 
( 5) 
(6) 
(7) 
By starting F\ and solving equations (3) thru (7) from j = 1 
thru j = n, the performance at each loading station can be determined 
as well as the fraction of full carriers leaving the last loading sta-
1· 
• 
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t ion F 1 . n+ Since F can be determined, the Ei. can also be found from: n+l 
Upon replacing Fj and f j by Ej and ej respectively in equations 
(3) thru (7), ~he unloading station performance can be evaluated. 
Now one problem remains to be solved before station performance 
) 
can be evaluated; that is how to find the steady state feedback rate 
F1 . Because of the complexity of equations (3) thru ·(7), it is diffi-
cult to develop an equation from which F1 can be found. 
An iterative .Procedure can be used which will lead to the solution 
for F1 very quickly on a computer. The steady state feedback rate F1 
can be found by choosing a value for F1 . Starting with this arbitrary 
value work through equations (3) thru (7) for each station around the 
conveyor starting with the first loading station and ending at the last 
unloading station. Upon evaluating all stations around the conveyor, 
-the last variable solved for will be E 1 . Now letting . m+ 
repeat the above process. After some finite number of transitions 
around the conveyor stations using the output from the last unloading 
..,. 
.; . 
station as input to the first loading station the iterative procedure 
will converge to F1 (the steady state value). One can determine when 
the steady state condition has been found by noting the difference 
between the starting value for F1 on a given transition around the 
c~nveyor stations and the output value (1-E 1 ). When steady state has m+ 
been reached, these two values will be equal. The number of iterations 
required to reach the steady state solution will depend on how close 
the chosen initial value for F1 was to 1he steady state value F1 . 
./' 
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To perform the calculations by hand would require a very long 
time; how~ver, on a small scale computer, the steady state. solution can 
be found in a few minutes. 
Since the model used in this analysis assumes independence between 
~-
carrier states, the answers obtained w~ll be in error when the loading 
range is greater than one. However, when no wa i ttng is al lowed at any 
of the stations (i.e., a loading or unloading range of one carrier) 
then this model gives good results for station performance. One advan-
tage of this model over model I is that the stations can operate at 
different attempt rates and this model will still apply because it uses 
the potential attempt rate at each station ·and thus each P. can be differ-
J 
ent. Model I assumes that all loading stations operate at the same 
attempt rate A and all unloading stations operate at the same attempt 
rate µ. . 
Upon comparison of this model with simulation results, it was 
found that station banking as estimated from simulation did not differ 
\ 
significantly from the calculated values when a loading range of one 
carrier was used at all loading and unloading stations. When a loading 
range greater than one carrier was used, the model underestimated ·the 
banking at each station. The calculated waiting time at each station 
agreed better with the simulation outcomes than the banking calculations. 
The discrepancies between the model and simulation can, of course, 
be attributed to the fact that a carrier state (empty or full) is 
dependent on the state of the carriers preceding it. 
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In the case where the loading and unloading range was taken to F°" 
...... ; ··~·-· ,,.,1 
be very large at each station, this extended version of model II was 
used to study the effect of conveyor speed on station performance (or 
waiting time). Thus, this is the reverse condition of that studied in 
the case of model I because now the station must wait until a loading 
or unloading attempt can be made successfully and consequently no 
banking is allowed. 
Upon solving this model for F1 (the steady state feedback rate) 
for .a conveyor with 5 loading and 5 unloading stations where all stations 
operate at the same potential rate it is found that F\ increases and 
Fn+l decreases as the conveyor speed increases. Simulation of a con-
veyor also revealed the same effect as conveyor speed increased. If 
\ 
one is interested in minimizing the total sum of waiting time at all 
stations around the conveyor, then the approach used previously for 
finding the optimum speed is applicable here, because when the sum of 
waiting time at all stations is a minimum, then the effec{ive material 
transport rate of the conveyor will be at a maximum. The effective 
transport rate is given by: 
T - (F - F1 )r 
n+l 
which is also the actual conveyor loading and unloading rate. The 
relationship between efJective transport rate (which is the actual 
loading-unloading rate) and conveyor speed for a conveyor witn 5 load-
ing and 5 unloading stations is shown in figure 7 for the case where 
all stations operate at the same potential rate of l part per minute. 
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The maximum mean transport rate is 5 parts per minute since there are 
5 loading stations each operating at a mean potential rate of 1 part 
., 
per minute. The same applies to the unloading stations. The transport 
rate was also evaluated empirically by simulation at five different 
----
conveyor speeds. 
-- .. . .. . . .. ... .... __ _;,, ·-·---·- ... " -·· ,, ................................... -~,···"·· ... ,.,,.,_, ... ". ,. ·.•· , ....... .. 
The transport rates as obtained by simulation are 
shown in figure 7 by an (X) for each of five speeds simulated. 
V 
As noted from figure 7 in the. case of no banking, tne combined 
station performance improves as speed increases. Judging from the 
results of figures 3 and 7, one can say that in either case of station 
banking or waiting that there is a plate~u after which increases iQ 
conveyor speed (i.e., carrier flow rate) have little effect on 
effective transport rate or in turn combined station performance. 
Again, it is found (as it was in the case when no waiting was allowed) 
that as cony_eyor speed increases, the performance···of~,.indiv.idual .. stat ions 
becomes more uniform. The amount of time spent waiting on the conveyor 
at each of the stations is given in table V for 300 minutes of simulated 
conveyor operation at two different speeds. 
Waiting Time In Min. 
Speed of 5 Speed of 15 
Load Station No. Carrier/Mih. Carriers/Min. 
1 5.8 10.98 
2 19.0 18.76 
3 40.2 25.93 
4 64.8 35.24 
5 116.4 39.60 
.. 
Unload Station 
1 5.2 16.41 
2 24.0 22.18 
3 44.2 23.99 
! \4 73.6 33.70 
5 115.8 45.36 • 
Table V: Effect of conveyor speed on individual station waiting 
time. 
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Of course, ft i,s assumed nere as in all previous discussion 
that the station's potential loading or unloading rate is independent 
of conveyor speed. In practice, there may be conditions under which 
the station operator's mean attempt rate is not independent of con~ 
veyor speed because of psychological factors . 
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CHAPrER VI : ! 
CONCLUSIONS 
,-., . 
1'-
' ··"" 
•, 
For a closed loop power conveyor with equally spaced carriers the 
individual station banking rate can be accurately determined by model I 
when no \Vaiting is a·llo\ved at any of the stations, all loading stations 
operate at the same mean attempt rate and all unloading stations operate 
at the same mean attempt rate. If the mean attempt rate is not the 
same for all loading or unloading stations then model II can be 
appli~d recursively around all loading and unloading stations until 
~ ' the feedback (or float) reaches a steady state condition. Using tne 
steady state feedback rate as input to the first loading station, the 
the banking rate at each station can be found by analyzing each station 
in sequence. In eitner of tne above models, one can find the optimum 
conveyor speed that will maximize the effective transport rate of 
material which in turn will give minimum total station banking. Given 
the optimum conveyor speed (in carriers per unit of time) then the 
minimum conveyor size can be calculated. 
If the feedback rate is zero (all carriers are unloaded as tney 
. 
pass by tne unloading stations) then model II can be used to evaluate 
station performance. If no waiting is allowed which is tlje ·case for a 
-
loading range of one carrier then station performance can be determined 
accurately by this model. 
the accuracy of model II 
For loading ranges greater than one carrier 
decreases dua to dependence between carrier 
states. Since unloading is the complement of loading,model II can 
also be used to analyze the unloadirig stations given that all carriers 
I> 
are full upon arrival at the first unloading station. 
1' 
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It has further been shown how the optimum loading range at each 
station can ~e found by using a dynamic programming model .. The -loading 
ranges found by this procedure are estimates of the true optimim 
because model II was used to establisl. the tnterstage coupling relation-
ships and the statibn costs. Since model II is inaccurate when waiting 
is allowed, these inaccuracies have been introduced into the dynamic 
programming model. 
Since a more refined model that would take into account tne de-
pendence in carrier states when waiting is allowed would be very com-
plex and difficult to use, it appears that the only means of accurately 
estimating station performance under tne conditions of station waiting 
is by simulation. 
By recursive application of model II a method has been shown for 
approximating station performance in the case of an n loading m unload-
.,,/'~ ing station conveyor when waiting is allowed. 
\ 
Both mathematical models and simulation studies reveal that there 
'is a critical region of conveyor speed. Any increase in speed above 
the critical value will cause little change in t6tal conveyor efficiency 
for transporting material. Increased speeds will, however, cause station 
performance to be mare uniform, thus eliminating the occurence of very 
large banks and or waiting times at the latter stations. 
- . ) 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1' 
Three obvious areas for further study arise from the material 
presented in this thesis. First of all, work should be done to refine 
model II so as to take into account the dependence between carrier 
states when waiting is present. The development of an exact probabil-
istic model ,vould very likely be to complex for practical use, however, 
an approximation model wnich describes the real world more accurately 
' 
is in order. 
Secondly, the problem of determining how many carriers there 
. "' 
should be on the conveyor needs studying. This is essentially an 
inventory problem. 
Finally, an analysis similar to that which has been done in 
this thesis should be made for the case where each carrier is capable 
of holding more than one part. Both Mayer (5) and Morris (1) have 
studied (under restricted conditions) the case where each carrier 
is capable of holding two parts. Both conclude that for a given flow 
rate of part spaces that double partqcarriers result in more efficient 
operation than single part carriers. 
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Read in 
parameters 
nd initialize 
Compute station 
locations and 
increment time 
between carriers 
Obtain time of 
loading & unload-
ing at each 
station 
Increment con-
veyor one car-
rier 
Add increment 
t i me t o c 1 oc k 
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NO 
YES 
' 
j - 1 
Is 
clock+ half 
i ncr. -:> 
time for 
station j 
· Are 
all car-
riers in reach 
of stat ion j 
empty 
YES 
K - 1 
Is 
K( incr. 
+ waiting time 
max. v;ai ting· 
NO 
, .. 
Is 
YES 
NO 
YES 
K + reach range NO 
I 
, 
visibility 
range 
YES 
NO 
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Remove part 
from first 
non-empty 
carrier in 
ach 
dd one 
at statio 
j 
dd waiting time 
to cum. \Vai ting 
time for statio 
J 
ai ting time at 
station j=O 
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j - j+l NO 
Waiting time -
,va it ing time + 
incr. time 
. -·-r . 
. ... 
Add 1 to the num-
ber of attempts 
at station j 
' •·' • - ·,t;.,, .,.n._,,.,.,,<'. •? ;-'--,<, ~ ............ ,.~H,,.,.,,., .. ~ ...... ..,, .............. ,~--,-....... -.. .......... - -·- JI, ._,.~·-. '• 
Ohta in interval 
time to ready 
next unload 
0 
,I 
..... ---------------1 
Unload time == 
clock + inter-
Is 
j ~ No. of 
unload stations 
YES 
L - 1 
Is 
clock+ half 
incr. ~ load 
time for sta-
tion L 
YES 
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val time 
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Are all car-
t·Itfi:'s in reach 
station L full 
• 
YES 
K 1 
Is K(incr.timeJ 
~o 
s K + 
:range < visi-
bility range 
YES 
Is this 
carrier full? 
NO 
Waiting time= 
\Vaiting time+ 
increment time 
NO 
.,, lace part in 
first non-full ,__ __________ _ 
YES 
NO 
arrier in reacl 
range 
Add 1 to bank 
size for stat-
ion L 
dd \Vaiting time 
to cum. ,vai ting 
time at station L 
dd 1 to tl1e No. 
of attempts at 
station L 
Obtain interva 
time to ready 
next load at 
station L 
Load time = 
clock + inter-
val time 
Waiting tirne at ______________ _. 
station L = 0 
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Run t in1e = run 
time + -simula-
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Load tape of load and unload time distr. 
Insert 10 digit random no. 
Insert second 10 digit rand. no. 
Fraction of conveyor within reach at ld~ and 
unld. positions .XXX 
Fraction of conveyor visible from ld. or unld. 
position .m 
No. of load positions XX 
No. of unload positions XX 
Location of positions referenced from last 
unld. pos. to first ld. pos. in fraction of 
conveyor length .XXX 
055111157201266300366632 
Time period for loading XXXXX. XXX 
Time period for unloading XXXXX.XXX 
Max. waiting time for a carrier XX.X.XX 
.fi.J5 
Carrier capacity XX 
No. of carriers XXX.XX 
Carrier flow rate XXX.XXX 
Amount of inventory initially on conveyor XXXX 
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Bank Size No. At tempts 
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Decision I (Loading Rnnge) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
* 
~ 
.2 20 10.07 9.34 9.43 9.49 9. 52 9. 52 
.36 .386 .390 .390 .390 .390 .390 
* 
,. 
.3 30 16.698 15.124 15.315 15.565 15.697 15.754 
.44 .475 .482 .484 .484 .484 .484 
* 
.4 40 24.427 21.797 22.036 22.617 23.038 23.282 
. 52 .560 .572- .576 .576 .577 .577 
* 
.5 50 33.333 29.545 29.670 30.645 31.565 32.237 
.60 .643 .659 .665 .666 .667 .667 
* 
.6 60 43.511 38.640 38.402 39.668 41.194 42. 543 
.68 .722 .742 .750 .754 .755 .755· 
* 
.7 70 ! 55.086 49.473 48.616 49.862 51.852 53.942 
.76 .800 .819 .831 .836 .839 .840 
* 
.8 80 68.217 62.629 61.057 61.812 63.773 66. 259 
.84 .870 .890 .903 .911 .916 .918 
* 
.9 90 83.104 78.998 77.173 77.073 78.196 80.129 
.92 .937 ~ . 952 .963 .971 .978 .982 
. 
1.0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1. 0 , 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Stage 1 Last Loading Station 
Table A: The first entry in each cell is cost and second entry is the output 
for P. =.2. The(*) indicates optimum loading range for given in-J put. 
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z 
..... 
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rz.. 
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r.i. 
.z 
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... 
.2 
. 3 
.4 
.5 
.6 
.7 
.8 
.9 
.2 
.3 
.4 
.5 
.6 
.7 
.8 
. 9 
l 
~ 
39.128 
54.896 
92.0 
110.0 
128.0 
146.0 
164.0 
., 182. 0 
1 
71. 85 
94.137 
117.67 
142.72 
169.54 
198.40 
I 
2 
........ /.,. 3 4 5 
* ' 30.932 30.47 30.56 30.62 
. -··---
* ') 44. 30ff' . 43. 274 43.612 
* 63. 866 57.579 58.29 
* 76.127 73. 975 74.711 
* 94.99 92.72 93.52 
* 123. 303 113.75 114.51 
140. 55 138 .175 138.66 
Stage 2 - 3rd Loading Station 
I 
0 2 3 4 5 
* 65.64 65. 48 65.574 
* 86. 574 86. 147 86.666 
* 109. 652 109. 272 110.261 
* 135. 09 134.67 136.05 
* 162. 63 162.64 
193. 25 
• 
Stage 3 - 2nd Loading Station 
Table B: Dynamic Programming Solution to Example Problem. 
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